
UNFORESEEN ENCOUNTERS 
 

The disease is spreading fast and killing more people on earth every 

day. Nine-year-old Todd has been showing strange behaviors since 

birth, he possesses destructive powers and has super-human abilities. 

No one knows why! Assuming Todd’s behavior and strange occurrences in 

the house to be paranormal in nature, Todd’s father, Alex, and the 

boy’s live-in nanny and home schooling teacher, Emma,  who Alex is 

secretly in love with, decide to rent a house and move to an entirely 

different state, hoping the bizarre occurrences will fade away. The 

trio are driving cross country when armed government agents stop, 

apprehend and transfer to a secret research facility. The lead 

investigator believes Todd is in communication with extraterrestrials 

and is helping them plan an attack on earth. Alex Denies any knowledge 

about this. But he tells the investigator all he has seen his son do 

and how he has seen him behave throughout the years. Believing Alex’s 

oblivion, agents reveal their findings (This explains crop circles) 

and that aliens have been in contact with Todd for a very long time. 

Todd who is unconscious and under strict medical observation wakes up 

controlled by the aliens. He frees himself, overpowers the security, 

and joins his father and the others. Using Todd’s voice, the aliens 

clarify that they are not the enemy and have no plan on destroying 

the earth. But the  disease that man-made pollution has created is 

spreading fast and will wipe out all life forms on earth within the 

next 50 days. That they’ve been here on earth, creating hybrids (This 

explains black-eyed children). That Todd is a second-generation 

hybrid, his mother was first-generation and not entirely human. That 

they have recently noticed Todd's presence can cure the disease, which 

has also infected some of their own kinds. They admit they want to 

take Todd with them to cure their infected hybrids. The aliens finish 

communication and leave and the officials decide to keep Todd even if 

they have to use force against the aliens. It is time for the aliens 

to take Todd. A vessel levitates towards the facility to pick Todd. 

Armed forces attack it to prevent it from taking Todd. (A futuristic 

battle) Todd, realizes the severity of the situation and decides to 

remain on earth. He uses his powers and fights the extraterrestrials. 

But they threaten to kill everybody if Todd resists any more. The 

humans lose the battle. To prevent more casualties, Todd makes a deal 

with the aliens. He will go with them, help cure the hybrids, and in 

return the aliens will let him go back to the earth one day. So, Todd 

says goodbye to his father and Emma in an emotional scene. He transfers 

some of his energy to his orb toy and gives it to his father and tells 

him it can cure the disease and save people. He also orders the 

officials to clean up the pollution and keep the planet clean. Todd 

enters the vessel and leaves. Later, we see the earth is clean. Emma 

is with Alex. She’s pregnant.   


